Welcome to the 1st YGPS here at the UNWGIC

Passionate about this world and how our profession can create this better world
Why this YGPS?
Opportunity for the young geospatial professionals within our global community to share
Our observations and experiences, in our quest to contribute to the 2030 agenda
YGP must be, and are part of our sustainable future
Leveraging GI, technologies and services for effective solutions and actions

Magic and effectiveness of the summit to meet, to interact, to share, to learn and

To Inspire and To Be Inspired
Young Geospatial Professionals Summit
…before we are starting…

What would you expect from YGP in 10 years?

How are you going to support YGP in 10 years?
Welcome and Introductory Addresses

Mr. Stefan Schweinfest
Director, UN Statistics Division

Ms. Dorine Burmanje
Co-Chair, UN-GGIM and Chair of the Executive Board, Netherlands Kadaster

Ms. Paloma Merodio Gomez
President, UN-GGIM: Americas and Vice President, INEGI Mexico
“Release your energy and ignite your spark”

Addressing the challenges

Ms. Macarena Pérez Garcia
Secretaria Ejecutiva SNIT - IDE de Chile

Ms. Malgorzata Drewniak
Lantmäteriet, Sweden

Ms. Bayarmaa Enkhtur
Agency for Land Administration and Management, Geodesy and Cartography, Mongolia

Ms. Oleta Williams
Guyana Lands and Survey Commission, Guyana
Addressing the challenges

Ms. Eva-Maria Unger
Kadaster, The Netherlands

Ms. Siotasia Halaki'umata Patricia Malolo
Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources, Kingdom of Tonga

Ms. Qiqi Yang
Global ChangeMakers, China

Mr. Willy Franck Sob
SOGEFI, Cameroon

Ms. Krystal Wilson
Secure World Foundation, United States

Mr. Uttam Pudasaini
Flyinglab Initiatives, Nepal
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